
July 27th- Aug. 3rd 2013 

This weekly happening is written by Claudia Margheri, you can contact me by mail to 

info@touristmanagement.com –phone + 39 347 3212241 

San Gimignano (SI) 
Sun. 28 July   

Exceptional opening of San Jacopo al Tempio Church – free entrance 

 from 10 am to 1 pm and from 3 pm to 6 pm 

Mon. 29 July 

Accademia Chigiana presents ALEXANDER LONQUIC – Pianoforte 

Schubert Musics at Sant’Agostino Church 

Montaione (FI) 
Sun 28 July 

At 6:30 pm in San Vivaldo “Echo of steps” visit-play of San Vivaldo Chapels 

Booking needed 

Wed 31 July 

At 09:30 pm in IANO, Piazza Branchi 

Concert of the local group “Accorati” title “The best Years” some Italian covers 

Montopoli (PI) 
29/07 Ivan Mazuze Quartet (Montopoli) Jazz Concert 

31/07 Renzo Rubino (San Miniato) Jazz Concert 

Siena 
Jazz concerts in Siena 

27 July – h. 21:30 Contrada della Lupa - Società Romolo e Remo Via di Fontenuova, 1  

Jam Session of teachers and students  

28 July – h. 21:30 Contrada della Istrice - Società Il Leone – Via Camollia, 209  

Jam Session of teachers and students  

29 July – h. 21:30 Contrada dell’Onda - Società G.Duprè – Vicolo S.Salvatore, 1  

Jam Session of teachers and students  

30-31 July – h. 21:30 Contrada della Lupa - Società Romolo e Remo Via di Fontenuova, 1  

Jam Session of teachers and students  

30 July – h. 21:30 Giuseppe Verdi 200° Celebrations – Piazza Duomo 

01/08 Cohen/Giammarco/Hekselman/Werner/Di Castri/Nemeth Sestetto – Blake/Battaglia/Rehmer/Sferra 

Quartetto 

02/08 Tamburini/Osby/Binney/Cecchetto/Di Castri/Fioravanti Sestetto – Succi/Taylor/Leveratto/Nemeth 

Quartetto  

Cortona (AR) 
Jazz and more 

27/07 Fantomatik Orchestra 

28/07 Richard Galliano 

01/08 Elio e Le Storie Tese 

02/08 Max Weinberg & Mix Festival Band 

03/08 Igudesman & Joo 
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Firenze - Fiesole 
25 July h. 21:15 - DANUSHA WASKIEWICZ E CHAMBER GROUP OGI - Basilica di Sant’Alessandro, Fiesole 

Grieg, Holberg Suite - Marzocchi, Baghdad Railway Suite - Mozart, Sinfonia Concertante per violino e viola 

Marzocchi, Encore 

25/07 Trio Sabatino (Giardino della Biblioteca Comunale, Pratolino) Jazz Concert 

27/07 Demidoff Ensemble "Omaggio a Dave Brubeck" (Villa Demidoff, Pratolino) Jazz Concert 

28/07 Galà Lirico (Limonaia Palazzo Strozzi – Firenze) 

Bolgheri (LI) 
Saturday, July 27 h. 21.30 – Bolgheri Melody 

Special concert by the Teatro alla Scala in Milan, a national institution, a tribute to Giuseppe Verdi in the year of 

the bicentenary of his birth. The Ensemble of the Teatro alla Scala will perform accompanied by soprano Barbara 

Costa and Diego Cavazzin content from a selection of the finest and most well-known "acts" of the great 

composer drawn from Macbeth, Rigoletto, Nabucco and La Traviata. 

Saturday, August 3 h. 21.30 SIDDHARTA, THE MUSICAL 

Recognized as Opera Musical capable of creation and dissemination of values among men, the Musical 

Siddhartha, loosely based on the great classic of 1922 by Hermann Hesse (of which the 50th anniversary of his 

death), with the same title, and inspired another masterpiece , the movie "Little Buddha" by Bernardo Bertolucci, 

depicts the story of Prince Siddhartha who sets out, leaving his golden castle on the road to discovering the true 

essence of life and the reasons for suffering, to attain enlightenment, interior, which allows you to live a long life 

and realized, in which the pain is transformed into wisdom and happiness. 

A large cast of singers and professional dancers staged the four sufferings, the joy of love, the intense emotions of 

soul searching. 

Cecina (LI) 
Cecina Musik Park Villa Guerrazzi alla Cinquantina, Cecina (LI) 

27/07 Omar Sosa & Paolo Fresu 

01/08 Sara Big Band 

02/08 King of the Opera 

Livorno 
From July 26 to August 5, 2013 “Effetto Venezia” Districts Venice, Livorno 

Ten days of culture and entertainment with shows, concerts, street performers, and boat trip along the canals, all 

in the most characteristic area of the city 

Lucca 
Summer Festival concerts in Piazza Napoleone 

30/07 Pino Daniele & Marcus Miller 

Activities organized by TuscanyEx in San Gimignano – Expert Organizer of 

Excursions, Explorings, Experiences in the area 
Info@tuscanyex.com – www.tuscanyex.com - +39 347 3212241 

San Gimignano full day escorted tour - This tour is possible everyday but Sundays 

This tour is Kids Friendly, we require minimum 2 people 

We propose you reach San Gimignano with your own car and visit the town with a local expert! 

One full day in San Gimignano , starting in the morning at 10:00 am. We meet you at one parking lot and walk 

through the town from the point of view of a local, giving you basic historical information and showing you the 

corners of our memory,  through an itinerary thought to discover the real life in town and the most panoramic 

corners (1,30 hour). For the family with children we propose a treasure hunt through the medieval city! The tour 

can end up at a small family run winery, located 1 km out of the town producing Vernaccia white wine and chianti 

both DOCG,  where Fausto the owner, will introduce us to his work in the fields and in the cellars before having a 

nice wine tasting together with lunch at the farm restaurant. After lunch we may have a short but steep walk back 

to town and visit of the Vernaccia Museum with some comparing  tastings lead by the sommelier Andrea  or if 

you feel good about walking, we can hike throughout  country rough roads around San Gimignano, with further 
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magnificent views to the city skylines (2 hours). 

The cost for the full day is € 85,00 per person (from minimum 2 to maximum 4 people), from 5 people ahead is 

70,00 euro. You can just chose the single activities and excursion in town which are quoted: 

20,00 euro per person for the San Gimignano tour (length 1,30 hour) or treasure hunt  - min. 2 people.  

65,00 euro per person for the walk and Vernaccia tour with lunch (length 3 hours) - min. 2 people 

20,00 euro per person for the country hike (length 2 hours) - min. 2 people 

With the full day tour we send you one interesting e-book with info, tips & curiosities about San Gimignano. 

If you prefer a taxi driver, we will quote you the taxi transfers according to the number of people you are. 

  

We propose you drive your own car and follow a local expert guiding you around!  

Volterra, San Vivaldo and Organic Farming tour. 

This tour is possible on Tuesday and Wednesdays only, this tour is Kids Friendly, we require min. 2 pax 

We suggest to leave San Gimignano at 12,00 to reach Camporbiano Bio Farm where we have time to look around 

this agricultural community living this area since 1988, and have a picnic style lunch, sampling  the wide own bio 

produce of cow and goat milk cheese, vegetables pickles, vegetable and fruit preserves, jam, honey, pasta, in their 

paradise of pristine genuine life. We move to San Vivaldo to see the polychrome terracotte of the 15th hundred, 

masterpiece of "La Robbia" School, then proceed to Volterra, the town with 3000 years of continuous civilization 

heritage. Here we suggest you to visit the Etruscan Museum Guarnacci, together with the Pinacoteca (admissions 

fee are not included 6,00 euro per person), before the English speaking guided walking tour of the town at 6 pm 

(in English).  

The cost for the full day escorted by an English speaking  local expert guide  is € 95,00 per person (for minimum 2 

to maximum 4 adults) From 5 adults ahead is € 80,00. Children from 6 to 14 years pay € 50,00. 

Included the picnic lunch, San Vivaldo Chapels ticket, walking guided tour of Volterra. 

With the full day tour we send you one interesting e-book with info, tips and curiosities about Volterra. 

If you prefer a taxi driver, we will quote you the taxi transfers according to the number of people you are. 

 

Florence full day guided visit to the Uffizi and  Accademia Museums plus guided walking tour of the 

town. This tour is possible everyday but Mondays 

We suggest you to reach and park in Poggibonsi or Certaldo railway station by car and catch the train (50 

minutes); we can send you electronic tickets (ca. 15,00 euro per person according to the various possible 

combinations and time table). We advise you to leave around 8:30 am and be back at 7/8 pm). If you prefer a taxi 

driver, we will quote you the taxi transfers according to the number of people you are. 

You will meet your guide at the Accademia Museum at 11:00 am and start the amazing journey through 

Michelangelo’s life, works and times in front of the unforgettable sight of the David and the unfinished 

“Prisoners”. You have some time for a light lunch before you meet with the afternoon guide at 1 45 pm at Piazza 

della Repubblica and explore the huge Renaissance  heritage, through the Duomo, Palazzo Vecchio, squares and 

monuments, the Ponte Vecchio and end up at the Uffizi Museum looking at one of the most valuable Art 

collection featuring artists’ masterpieces  from Middle Ages to  Renaissance: Cimabue, Giotto, Botticelli, Leonardo 

da Vinci, Michelangelo, Raffaello, Tiziano, and many more. At the end of the tour, you can remain in the museum 

until the closing time.  

The cost for the full day is 100,00 euro per person including the bus/train tickets and admission fees to the Uffizi 

and Academia Museums. You will join small groups of people  

You can just chose the single activities and excursions which are quoted: 

50,00 euro per person for the guided visit of Accademia or Uffizzi 

25,00 euro per person for guided walking tour of the town 

With the full day tour we send you one interesting e-book with info, tips and curiosities about Florence. 



 

Siena full day guided visit of the town and lunch in Piazza del Campo.  

This tour is possible everyday. We propose you reach Siena by your own car and send you an interesting e-book 

with info, tips and curiosities about the place made by our local experts! 

You can reach Siena by car or If you prefer a taxi driver, we will quote you the taxi transfers according to the 

number of people you are (for 2 it is rather expensive). 

The guided urban trekking starts at 11 am and includes the Duomo (Cathedral) visit. The walking tour will be high-

lined by ancient and mysterious alleys and stunning buildings like Rocca Salimbeni, the headquarters of the 

Monte dei Paschi di Siena Bank, the Tolomei Palace, the Chigi Saracini Palace, home of the world famous Chigiana 

Music ‘s Academy. The highlight of your tour is the Cathedral visit, an outstanding example of Romanesque-

Gothic style, where Michelangelo, Bernini, Donatello and Giovanni Pisano left their masterpieces. 

At the end the guide will show you where the Restaurant is located and if you are lucky with the weather, you will 

have lunch outdoor in one of the most beautiful squares of Italy (otherwise you will be in the typical Hosteria 

ambient). You will have a free afternoon for your own, you can follow our suggested itineraries through the town 

(kids friendly too) and picks for nice pastry shops, handicrafts. 

The cost for the full day is 90,00 euro per person including the admission fee to the Duomo. 

You can just choose the single activities and excursions which are quoted: 

35,00 euro per person for the lunch in Piazza del Campo 

28,00 euro per person for guided walking tour of the town 

With the full day tour we send you one interesting e-book with info, tips and curiosities about Siena. 

 

Cooking classes - possible everyday 

We propose you reach San Gimignano or Certaldo by your own car and send you an interesting e-book with 

info, tips and curiosities about the place made by our local experts! 

All our cooking classes are generally private or maximum you join other 2/3 people.  

The following 2 ones are located in San Gimignano Countryside: 

Cooking class with the Farm Restaurant Chef Saverio 

Cooking class of “Pasta” with the Home Cook Chiara 

This one is a cooking school located in Certaldo Alta 

Cooking class at Giuseppina’s School 

 

 

Truffle hunt - possible everyday but Sundays  

We propose you reach San Miniato by your own car and send you an interesting e-book with info, tips and 

curiosities about the place made by our local experts! 

There is a part of land in Tuscany, in the area between Florence and Pisa – the medieval town of San Miniato and 

its surroundings – famous for the truffle growing in its soil. We propose you a  a nice walk in a wood for a 

demonstration of truffle hunting. With a truffle expert and his dog, you will find out the secrets of this precious 

product: where and how it grows, how dogs are trained for their search, how truffles are digged out… Interesting 

and funny experience! Then we will have the time to visit San Miniato and have a truffle light lunch in Montaione. 

The cost for the day tour including lunch is 85,00 euro per person. 
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Biking tours – possible everyday 

We propose private and customized tours guided by an English speaking expert rider for half-day (3/4 hours). We 

bring either MTB, Hybrid or Road bikes to your Hotel/Agriturismo so that you can enjoy a spectacular tour which 

fits with the level of difficulty you desire. We need to know the height of each person in cm, in order to prepare 

suitable bicycles for you. Our area is mainly hilly, our guides are anyway capable to guide you through easy trails 

as well as professional trails. The itineraries are very beautiful and quite, you will ride throughout a gorgeous net 

of paved or unpaved countryroads which are amazing. Very special itinerary the Via Francigena and the Eroica!!  

The prices include the MTB or Hybrid bike, delivery and collection of vehicles, English speaking  guide.  

For Road bikes we add an extra charge of € 8, oo p / p to add the below written rates. 

PRICES: For 2-3 participants  - € 90, oo p / p -  For 4-5 participants -  € 65, oo p / p 

For 6-7 participants - € 58, oo p / p - For 8-9 participants - € 47, oo p / p 

 

Chianti tour half day. This tour is possible everyday but Sundays  

We require minimum 4 adults. 

This tour is half day, private in the sense that it starts with a private van and a private English speaking 

driver/guide. When we reach the wineries, most of the time we join other small group of people. 

Escorted Tour including the drive through the world famous wine district and its magic intact rural landscape. The 

itinerary offers unforgettable view-points to sun bathed rolling  hills of squared tidy vineyards, unspoiled woods, 

olive groves scratched by a network of unpaved winding roads dotted of castles, ancient churches and 

farmhouses. Nature, men work, and history live here in absolute perfect balance and respect of the environment. 

The tour includes the visit to a Chianti castle/Villa and its wine cellars, and 2 stops in Chianti villages for some 

more wine tasting or shopping, soaking the local atmosphere. An English speaking local guide/driver will escort 

you throughout the excursion. 

The cost for the half-day tour is 100,00 euro per person including the English speaking driver and the visit to the 

Chianti Castle/Villa.  

 

 Crete Senesi & Montalcino full day tour. This tour is possible everyday but Sundays 

 We require minimum 4 adults. 

This tour is full day, private in the sense that it starts with a private van and a private English speaking 

driver/guide. When we reach the wineries, most of the time we join other small group of people. 

A beautiful journey south of Siena, through soft clay hills changing colors at season change, outlined by rows of 

cypress trees, dotted with ancient manors and farmhouses. This entire valley landscape called “Crete Senesi”  was 

included in the list of UNESCO’s World Cultural Landscapes in 2004. Jewel of this district is the world famous 

“Brunello” wine, fruit of Montalcino lands. Here you learn more on the “Sangiovese Grosso grape” vinification 

processes, giving exceptional body and aroma  to this wine, you will sample directly in one of the most beautiful 

and unique wineries. 

It will certainly be an unforgettable day in the wonder of the Tuscan countryside, with a stop for lunch in the small 

favors of art as Montalcino or Bagno Vignoni, and in the afternoon visit Pienza, the “touchstone of Renaissance 

urbanism”, representing the first application of humanist urban planning concepts, creating an impetus for planning 

that was adopted in other centers of the world. In 1996, UNESCO declared the town a World Heritage Site. 

The cost for the full day tour is 140,00 euro per person including the English speaking driver and the visit to the 

Chianti Castle/Villa.  

 

 

 


